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If some topics thus handled scarcely justify the procedture the criticism is not
applicable to malaria, which is the oldest disezase of whichiwe have any, reliable
record. as Professor An(derson p)Oiits out, supporting the assertion by instructive
quotations from Hippocrates. Terence, Cicero and others of the classics. Yet
a library of volunies oI1 nmalaria gathered thronoglb the cenituiries dloes not
comlprise any sinigle onie comparable to this. which. ))are its author, ouiglht to
have been enititled Malaria of the Nervous Sy-stemii." Muchnmore than
the technical psychoses ancd neuiroses are inclu(le(l in the neuiral syndromes of
the disease, seeing that they range from toxic psychosis to peripheral neuritis,
from organic dementia to acroparoestlhesia. And this is no more than is to
be expected, for invasion of the nervous system by a noxa of diffuise localisation
is capable of manifesting itself in symptoms as diverse in extent as the rami-
fications of that svstemii and in (legvree as the resistance of the patients and their
constitutions.

To have patiently collected1 personal ai(l )reviously recorded malarial
syndromes of this wide category, to have selecte(d -ith care and arranged in
logical order a imiass of clinical material so -ariouis and( uinrelated, implies the
application of uinremiiittinig indu stryv anid the possession of the valuable instinct
of knowing what to (liscar(l; in the result Professor Anderson's contribution
to this aspect of malaria is of conspicuous merit, and one which it is safe to
sav lhas never been excelle(d and hardl, been even approached.

Other aspects of the disease, howN-ever (medico-legal, malaria and alcohol,
latent malaria., the eindocrinie and sympathetic systemns in malaria, etc.), form
the subject of concise excursuses, -hich enhance its all-rouind value. There
are a number of fine colouired plates and other illuistrations, clinical and
pathological. The bibliographyl deserves special mention because of its unusual
comprehensiveness; it extends to no less than 35 pages.

S. A. K. W.

Die Leitungsbahnen des Schmerzgefiihls und die chirurgische Behand-
lung der Schmerzzustande. Bv Professor Dr. 0. FOERSTER, Breslau.
Berlin and Vienna: Urban & Schwarzenberg. 1927. Pp. 360. Price M
19.50 bound, AM 21.90.

TiIIs is a brilliant nmonograph. It embodies a series of studies of the sensory
system. ana-tomical, plhlysiological, pathological, clinical and therapeutic, of
great iinterest and of practical importance. Wlhile some of the author's
physiological concluisions are admittedlv speculative, they are always feasible
on the clinical and therapeutic sidle the!y are those of a master of his suibject.
Readling through the voliimne one is again imiressed bya the consideration that
muich of otur knowledge in respect of sensationi is floatiig, undetermined, in-
exact -is madle uip of probal)ilities rather thain certainties. A conspectus
of this kiind is additionally valuiable in that it emphasises difficulties and
analyses divergence of opinion, and leads the reader back to the basis of all
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sure advance, viz., collocation and correlation of actual observations, with clue
attention to the results both of experiment and of treatment.

The first part of the volume provides a remarkably complete investigation
of the present state of anatomical and physiological knowledge of the sensory
system, from peripheral receptors to cortical and psychological svnthesis
the second(I part deals wN7ith the painful conditions which the clinician is called
on to treat, ranging from lesions of the peripheral nerves to headache. Well
illustrated and well arranged, we know of no single contribution to the subject
that can be compared with this, which is a monument to the erudition of its
distinguished author.

Space will not allow of any detailed discussion of its novelties and its
debateable points, which deserve an article to themselves. Suffice it to say
that no such outstanding contribution to the subject has appeared sinlce the
beginning of the century, and it will undoubtedly form the standar( work for
reference henceforward. Its appearance in an English edition is much to
be desired.

S. A. K. W.

Psychopathology; its Development and its Place in Medicine.
By BERNARD HART, M.D. (Lond.), F.R.C.P. (Lond.), Physician in
Psychological Medicine, University College Hospital, etc. Cambridge:
University Press. 1927. Pp. 156. Price 7s. 6d. net.

IN a convenient volume Dr. Bernard Hart has reprinted two former papers
of his, dealing with the psychology of rumour and with the methods of psycho-
therapy, and has incorporated also his recent Goulstonian lectures to form
together a presentment of the development of psychopathology as an accepted
science of to-day and a critical description of divergent views of its chief expo-
nent schools. If most students of the subject are already familiar with Dr.Hart's
writings they should none the less present themselves with this clearly printed
and nicely got-up volume; its intrinsic merits need no recommendation.
Dr. Hart's attitude is to some extent that of the eclectic, probably a wise position
in these days of revision; but it is clearly based on original thinking and on
personal investigation of psychopathological material, so that no enthusiast
for one or other particular school can take exception to his criticisms as being
uninformed or unpractical. The book forms an extremely useful mi8e au point
both for the clinical and the academic psychologist, and is assured df widespread
appreciation.

Thought and the Brain. By HENRI PIERON, Professor at the College de
France. Translated by C. K. OGDEN, Editor of " Psyche." London:
Kegan Paul & Co. 1927. Pp. 262. Price 12s. 6d. net.

MR. OGDEN deserves well of the intellectual public for his translation of
Professor Pieron's fine volume entitled Le Cerveau et la Pensee, which was
published in 1923. The latter was recognised at the time as a contribution
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